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Phaseless Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Measurements with Reduced Samplings

Nicolas Mézières, Laurent Le Coq, and Benjamin Fuchs Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The ever-growing complexity of radiating systems
asks for always more challenging radiation pattern character-
izations requiring time consuming field acquisitions and high-
cost facilities. Consequently phaseless, or magnitude-only, mea-
surements have recently regained of interest as they prevent the
tedious and difficult task of phase acquisition. Consequently, it
allows the use of cheaper or more versatile measurement setups
like drone measurements or easier high-frequency measurements.
However, the difficulty is shifted to the notoriously difficult
resolution of the phase retrieval problem, which instability is
commonly mitigated by the acquisition of a large number of
phaseless field samples. A procedure enabling a reliable and
accurate phaseless antenna measurement from a reduced number
of spherical NF samples based on the two scan technique is
proposed. Its efficiency and stability, that relies on the systematic
determination of a good starting point, is validated by represen-
tative simulations and experimental cases performed on various
antenna structures.

Index Terms—Antenna measurements, near field, phaseless
measurement, phase retrieval, phase estimation, wave functions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization of radiation pattern of antennas is
ubiquitous nowadays and the design of complex radiating
systems calls for high-cost equipment and specific expertise.
Consequently, a huge effort has been and is still done in the
development of measurement techniques and dedicated algo-
rithms to mitigate the numerous errors and difficulties inherent
to the pre- and post-processing of antenna measurements. Two
main lines of studies have been followed. On the one hand, the
reduction of the number of (complex) field samples required to
perform an accurate antenna measurement has been addressed
by many works as it directly impacts the field acquisition
time. Smaller measurement samplings can be achieved by
harnessing sparse recovery of Spherical Wave (SW) expansion
[1], [2] and the optimization of the sampling distribution [3].
The geometry of the Antenna Under Test (AUT) can also
be exploited by analytical [4] or numerical [5], [6] means
to provide a tailored basis for radiated field expansion. A
numerical basis can also be constructed by an appropriate
set of simulations [7]. Despite the reduction of the number
of measurement samples, the need to accurately acquire the
complex field remains, calling for costly measurement setups
and possibly long calibration steps, especially when going
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up in frequency. On the other hand, the development of
phaseless measurement aims at reducing the constraints on the
antenna characterization setup itself by avoiding the tedious
and sensitive acquisition of the phase.

An overview of some magnitude-only measurement proce-
dures can be found in [8]. The considered phaseless procedure
uses the scans of two concentric NF spheres and the field is
expanded on Spherical Waves (SW) [9]. The two independent
sampling surfaces provide the magnitude differences essential
to the appropriate reconstruction of the phase. To perform
well, most phaseless antenna characterization approaches re-
quire at least twice the number of samples used in standard
complex field measurement procedure (according to the so-
called Nyquist sampling rates), as half of the information
(i.e. the phase) is missing. In other words, oversampling
is often necessary to achieve a reasonable accuracy with
phaseless measurements. Indeed, having more data is known
to be highly beneficial for the convergence of Phase Retrieval
(PR) algorithms [10]. A detailed overview of sampling sizes
found in the literature for phaseless measurement is provided
in Section II-C. Furthermore, the SW possess a common
pattern: they are ordered with respect to how fast they oscillate
(spatially). This known SW structure is leveraged to build a
weighted regularization scheme that helps the resolution of
the phaseless antenna characterization problem from a reduced
number of field samples.

This paper proposes a phaseless spherical antenna charac-
terization approach from a small number of Near-Field (NF)
samples using the two scan method, combining thereby both
features: the phaseless measurements and the reduction of
the number of field samples. It is organized as follows. The
SW expansion of electromagnetic fields and the phaseless
formulation of antenna characterization are given in Section
II. A review on the sample sizes commonly used in phaseless
is also provided in this section. The proposed method to
reduce the sampling sizes for phase retrieval is motivated and
described in Section III. An extended study on a canonical
horn antenna is led in Section IV. The phaseless procedure is
tested and validated on measurement data in Section V and
conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. PHASELESS SPHERICAL MEASUREMENT

A. Spherical Wave Expansion

The electric field E radiated by the AUT can be expanded
using the SW as

E(r, θ, φ) =
k
√
η

∑
smn

QsmnFsmn(r, θ, φ) (1)
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with k the wavenumber, η the admittance of the propagation
medium and (r, θ, φ) the spherical coordinates [9]. The func-
tions Fsmn are the SW and Qsmn the spherical coefficients to
be retrieved. The indices n and m are the degree and the order
of the SW, respectively. Finally, s denotes the propagation
mode. In practice, the series in (1) is often truncated to n ≤
N = ⌊ka⌋+10 with a the radius of the minimum sphere (the
sphere of smallest radius enclosing the sources and centered at
the origin of the coordinate system) and ⌊·⌋ the floor function.
The number of measurements given by the Nyquist sampling
rate on the full sphere is M = 2(2N + 1)(N + 1) and the
number of complex unknowns is U = 2N(N+2), (M ≈ 2U ).

Given a sampling of the radiated field, the expansion (1) is
rewritten as the following linear system of equations

y = Ax (2)

where y gathers the measurement data, A is the matrix
containing the SW at the sampling positions and x contains
the spherical coefficients Qsmn. In NF, the SW expansion (1)
and consequently the matrix A can be adapted according to
the transmission formula [9], [11] to account for the radiation
pattern of the probe.

B. Phaseless Spherical Measurements with Two Scans

In phaseless measurements, the system (2) leading to the
characterization of the antenna becomes

|y| = |Ax| (3)

since only the magnitude of the field is available. The problem
(3) is solved in the least-square sense for complex x

min
x

∥|Ax| − |y|∥2 . (4)

where ∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean norm or 2-norm and the
absolute value is applied element-wise. Its resolution implies
special care on the sampling strategy and specific algorithms
that allow for the retrieval of the complex SW expansion
coefficients in x. To mitigate the ambiguities arising when
solving (4), an efficient and well known approach is the two
scan technique [8]. Each scan is performed on surfaces that
might share or not the same geometry to provide the magnitude
differences that are necessary to determine a phase. In the
proposed spherical phaseless NF procedure, the two scans
are performed on two concentric spheres. Thus the matrix A
contains two SW matrices A1 and A2 for each measurement
sphere S1 and S2, respectively.

C. Size of Phaseless Samplings

This section details the sizes of the samplings that can
be found in the literature regarding phaseless antenna mea-
surements. The quantity M denotes the number of measure-
ments corresponding to the Nyquist sampling rate for complex
samples in planar, cylindrical or spherical configurations.
The sampling sizes are also evaluated by the sampling ratio
∆ = M

U . In a standard spherical complex measurement, the
Nyquist sampling rate gives ∆ ≈ 2. If two scans with equal
sampling sizes are performed, the sampling ratio per scan is

denoted δ and ∆ = 2δ. A summary of the sampling sizes
that can be found in cited works is given in Table I. The
asterisk symbol * after the number of samples denotes that the
reported sampling size concerns an electrically small antenna,
of diameter smaller than 2λ.

For the phaseless procedures using two planes, a pioneer
work based on plane wave projections has been performed
in [12] from 2M samples (two acquisition planes with the
classical sampling step λ/2), later followed by a refined
version in [13] using the same sampling sizes. A more generic
approach based on plane waves and Gerchberg-Saxton (GS)
algorithm with 4M samples to characterize the field using
spiral samplings (twice the regular, complex, sampling rate on
each plane) was successfully done in [14]. A first equivalent
current approach can be found in [15] for Far-Field (FF)
characterization or diagnostic with 2.8M samples. Finally,
using equivalent currents and the Reweighted Amplitude Flow
(RAF) required 3.1M and 4M in [16] for improved results.
A cylindrical procedure using a single surface but with an
interferometry method based on two probes is proposed in
[17] and is validated with 2M samples.

An extended study on a two concentric spherical acquisi-
tions for phaseless can be found in [11] using the GS algorithm
and where the number of sampling points is equal to 4M
(thus the sampling ratios for the total sampling and for each
scan are respectively ∆ ≈ 8 and δ = 4). A similar work
in [18], using the Wirtinger Flow algorithm [19], used 3M
for a given antenna with the same field acquisition technique.
The involved phase ambiguities are investigated in [20] and a
number of 1.25M is reached by using the PhaseLift algorithm
[21] but for an electrically small antenna (diameter less than
2 wavelengths λ) with centered beam, which are known to
be easier to characterize as observed in [11]. A number of
1.5M is also achieved in [22] from similar configuration
and also with an electrically small antenna. Finally, 2M and
above (up to 5M ) measurements are used in [23] while
studying the sampling distributions and geometries of the
second measurement surface. The various parametric studies
on the two spheres provided in [24] use between 2M and
3M samples. Sparse recovery for phaseless was used in [25].
Some results for sample sizes close to 1.25M are shown for
small dipole arrays (around 1.5λ in diameter) and only a few
significant coefficients on the kept SW band (10% of non-
zero coefficients) but 2M at least are said to be required to
guarantee accurate PR. Finally, partial phaseless measurements
on a single spherical surface and interferometry have been
performed in [26] and indicated that at least 2M samples were
necessary to obtain successful reconstructions but that 2.5M
and 3M provided significantly more stable results.

As a conclusion, current studies rely on significant oversam-
plings to perform phase retrieval. In general, sampling sizes
of at least 2M , twice the standard complex sampling rates,
are used. Most papers note or demonstrate that accuracy is
improved significantly by the acquisition of more field samples
(using more scans or more dense distributions). Lower sizes,
close to the standard complex measurement ones, can be found
for simulation examples with electrically small antennas only
(diameter < 2λ).
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TABLE I
CLASSICAL SAMPLING SIZES FOR PHASELESS MEASUREMENT

Ref. Method Sampling Size
Planar measurements

[12] Plane Wave projections 2M

[13] Plane Wave projections 2M

[14] GS and spiral samplings 4M

[15] Equivalent currents 2.8M

[16] Equivalent currents and RAF 3.1M

[17] Interferometry (+ Cylinder) 2M

Spherical measurements
[11] GS 4M

[18] Wirtinger Flow 3M

[20] Phaselift 1.3M*
[22] Phaselift 1.5M*
[23] Wirtinger Flow (Sphere + other) 2M

[24] Various convex PR 2M

[25] Sparse recovery 2M (1.25M*)
[26] Interferometry 2M

This work Regularization and RAF M

(* = AUT diameter < 2λ)
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Fig. 1. Simulated horn antenna: (a) reference SW expansion coefficients for
s = 1 (TE modes) and (b) an instance of improperly retrieved version because
of under-sampled phaseless measurements.

III. REGULARIZATION FOR REDUCED SAMPLINGS

A. Motivation

1) Reduced samplings and Aliasing: Phaseless problems
are notorious for their ill-conditioning and solution uniqueness
problems. Improper sampling strategies, measurement surface
setups, or bad tuning of post-processing approaches are all
sources of potential errors in the obtained characterization. In
the context of SW expansion, the size of the samplings is one
of the most important error source, as thoroughly investigated
in [11]. The impact of too coarsely sampled data on the
retrieved SW expansion coefficients is shown in Fig. 1 for
a horn antenna at 10GHz of minimum sphere a = 7 cm.
It leads to aliasing which is observed as a spread of the
significant SW coefficients across all degrees n. High-degree
SW present faster oscillations since the degree n determines
simultaneously the maximal number of (spatial) oscillations
over θ and φ (as the order m satisfies |m| ≤ n). They allow for
a better fitting of the sampled data but might prevent the proper
convergence of PR procedures by generating local minima or
convergence traps.

2) Spherical Wave Representation: The characterization of
the radiated field of antennas from phaseless measurements
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Fig. 2. Simulated horn antenna: radiated NF co-polarization on the H-plane,
(left) magnitude and (right) phase, at 45 cm for two coordinate system origins
distant from 1.2 cm ≈ 0.4λ.

relies on the magnitude differences occurring between the
NF spheres S1 and S2. A small change of the AUT position
impacts the spectral representation because of the difference
in phase pattern. Conversely, the magnitude is not modi-
fied significantly until sufficiently large shifts are performed.
Therefore, the SW expansion, and thus the phase, cannot be
uniquely determined for magnitudes differences that are below
the dynamic range of the measurement configuration. This is
illustrated by the NF emitted for the simulated horn antenna
for two different positions distant of 1.2 cm ≈ 0.4λ at a NF
distance of 45 cm in Fig. 2. The shift of the antenna induces
small changes in amplitude, which is the only information
available, but modifies significantly the phase pattern.

3) Penalty on High-Degree SW: A main source of error
in phaseless comes from the aliasing that mostly happens in
the high-degree part of the spectrum. A first available method
is to filter out the high-degree contributions after a first PR
algorithm run. Then, this filtered solution can be fed to a
new run of the algorithm with a finely tuned starting phase.
This solution has been evoked in [27] and is more extensively
studied in [28], from which the implementation is taken to
provide the benchmarks. Another way is to impose a constraint
on these functions with faster variations so they are only
introduced at a cost. This cost is implemented in this paper
as a weight used within a regularization procedure. As for the
filters, the regularization significance can be adjusted between
different consecutive runs to progressively reach more refined
solutions and to avoid inappropriate constraints on the mode
distribution.

B. Optimisation Problem Formulation

1) General Form: A weighting matrix W is introduced
to promote the low-degree SW for the reasons given in the
previous section. The proposed regularized PR problem is

min
x

∥|Ax| − |y|∥2 + µ2 ∥Wx∥2 (5)

where µ is the regularization coefficient, or regularizer. The
matrix W is diagonal and the weight Wn,n associated to Fsmn

is Wn,n := 2n+ 1, the number of SW having degree n for
a given propagation mode s. Other choices of weights could
be made but this simple one turns out to be efficient: it takes
into account that more and more functions are available to fit
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Fig. 3. Simulated horn antenna: SW expansion coefficients retrieved from
under-sampled phaseless NF data with a single run of RAF algorithm for two
values of regularizer µ.

the data as the degree increases while avoiding overly strong
constraints on the power distribution. This new problem is a
sum of two squared terms, and share similarities with the well-
known Tikhonov problem/ridge regression. The minimization
of the first term, the data-fitting term, is equivalent to (4).
The second one introduces the proposed regularization. Such
formulation was first introduced in [29] for phaseless FF
magnitude measurement and interpolation.

2) Resolution Details: The regularization term added be-
tween problems (4) and (5) can be dealt with using standard
routines by setting the following equivalent formulation (see
Appendix A)

min
x

∥|AWx| − |m|∥2 (6)

where AW =

[
A
µW

]
and |m| =

∣∣∣∣y0
∣∣∣∣. The proposed regu-

larized problem is therefore transformed back into a standard
phaseless problem with more equations. The matrices A, W
and the measurement vector y should be normalized (relatively
to their sum of squares) for PR algorithm stability and to keep
similar values for µ between the different cases. Resolution of
(6) is achieved using the RAF algorithm from PhasePack [30]
according to benchmarks provided in [16], [24]. The impact of
the regularization term on the retrieved complex SW expansion
coefficients is shown in Fig. 3 for the same simulation of the
horn antenna. As expected, a larger regularizer µ induces a
shrinking of the coefficients toward lower degrees n.

C. Phase Initialization

Phase initialization is a great deal in phaseless problems
as it heavily conditions the final results. In this paper, it
is proposed to perform a first resolution of the regularized
phaseless problem (5) with a purposely large regularizer µ1

in order to find a coarse solution with low-degree SWs. This
over-regularized solution, while not accurate, provides a good
starting phase that is tailored to the measurement problem.
Thus, it is used to derive a phase initialization for a second
resolution with a smaller µ2. The determination of the values
µ1, µ2 are discussed in Section IV-C. The whole procedure
can be summed up as

1) Resolution of (6) using RAF with spectral initialization
and a large regularizer µ1.

2) Computation of a new starting phase from over-
regularized solution.

3) Resolution of (6) using RAF with the so-determined
starting phase and a fine tuned µ2.

Since the first run is for initialization purposes only and the
regularizer µ1 is large, only a few iterations are necessary as
the convergence is fast. The interest of the proposed two step
regularization instead of one is justified in Section IV-B and
the claimed fast convergence of the first step is illustrated in
Section IV-D4.

D. Reconstruction Metric and Methodology

The success of the phaseless characterization is evaluated
by comparing the retrieved FF in ỹFF from the phaseless NF
to the reference one, yFF . This comparison is achieved point-
wise by the error signal defined as follows

Error(yFF , ỹFF ) =
||yFF | − |ỹFF ||
maxi |yFF,i|

. (7)

The mean of this error signal is the Equivalent Noise Level
(ENL) and both are given in dB. The error signals displayed
in the 2D maps of the total field magnitude are the norm of the
error signals computed from both components independently.
The comparison of the FF magnitudes provides a single,
straightforward, indicator of a coherent retrieved phase in
NF as faithful FF reconstruction is not possible otherwise,
especially when changing the description of the polarization
from Eθ, Eφ to Ludwig-3 for example. All NF samplings
distributions follow the igloo sampling strategy [31] as it
is close to be uniform on the sphere and thus avoid spatial
redundancy, which is important matter in PR [22], [24]. The
same angular samplings are used for both NF spheres. The FF
distance is evaluated using the Rayleigh definition, i.e. 2(2a)2

λ .
The sampling sizes are evaluated using the sampling ratio δ
for one scan or the total sampling ratio ∆, where ∆ = 2δ as
angular samplings are the same on both spheres.

IV. NUMERICAL VALIDATIONS AND BENCHMARK

Numerical investigations are first led on the simulation of a
horn antenna in order to discuss the conditions for efficient
and reliable use of the proposed technique. In particular,
the settings of the approach (choice of the regularizers) and
its performances with respect to competing techniques are
addressed, demonstrating its efficiency and reliability.

A. Simulated Horn Antenna: Configuration

This antenna is modelled after the one pictured Fig. 11 and
simulated using CST [32] at 10GHz. It has a minimum sphere
of radius a = 7 cm hence a SW truncation order of N = 24.
The FF data are exported on a dense full sphere sampling
in order to provide a reference SW expansion coefficient set.
These coefficients are used to generate data on NF spheres at
distances of 20 and 30 % of the FF. Unless stated otherwise,
the PR algorithm (RAF) runs are of 100 and 900 iterations
with regularizers µ1 and µ2, respectively (for all presented
cases), and the sampling ratio is δ = 1.06 (for this section
only).
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runs, µ1 and µ2, on the FF reconstruction.

B. Single and Double Regularization

The method solves the regularized phaseless problem (6)
twice where the regularizer µ is first set to µ1 and to µ2

for a second run. The first resolution with large µ1 enables
to find a good initial solution and the second one with the
smaller µ2 to determine an accurate solution. The choice and
tuning of the regularizer values are discussed in the next
section. The comparison between a double regularization and
a single run of 1000 iterations (i.e. same number in total)
with only one regularizer µ is shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that
the double regularization approach allows for more accurate
reconstructions, also emphasizing on the importance of the
phase initialization in PR.

C. Tuning of the Regularizers

The accuracy of the FF reconstruction relatively to both
µ1 or/and µ2 is illustrated in Fig. 5. The FF reconstruction

accuracy in ENL for various choices of µ1 are compared in
Fig. 5.a. As shown, the choice of this value is not critical as
soon as it is sufficiently large, thanks to the normalization of
the matrices in (6). This value has been set to µ1 = 0.5 for
all presented cases. Looking at Fig. 5.b, we understand how
the value of µ2 can be chosen from observing the variation
of the weight, the optimal value being located at the corner
of the weight curve of the solution according to W, a well
known criterion in many regularization contexts [33], [34].
This corner can be identified by computing the derivative of
the weight relatively to µ2 (by finite differences). It also turns
out that all presented cases yield the same kind of curves
for both regularizers. Indeed, the first regularizer µ1 gives a
relevant initialization for a second, more refined, computation.
The second regularizer performs a trade-off between the fitting
to the data and the significance of the penalty induced by
the weighting matrix. A value of µ2 ≈ 0.02 is close to
optimal in all presented cases and investigated sampling ratios
δ and is consequently used throughout the whole paper for
convenience.

D. Proposed Regularization vs Other Methods

The reconstruction performances of the proposed regular-
ization approach are compared to other methods as a function
of the sampling ratio δ. The tested methods and used acronyms
are reported in Table II.

1) Configuration: The phaseless data are generated from
the reference SW coefficients on two spheres S1 and S2

located at 20 and 30 % of the FF distance and two PR
procedures are used for comparison; the RAF and the GS
algorithms. The maximal total iteration number is set to 2000
in this section to make sure the convergence is reached for
all algorithms to avoid unfair comparisons. For completeness,
combination with filtering strategies are also compared as they
have been shown to increase stability and accuracy [28]. The
filters are either based on maximum modulus, the nm-MT (for
Maximum Thresholding, all coefficients below a threshold in
magnitude are set to 0) or low pass filter n-LPF (for Low-
Pass Filter, all coefficients above a given degree N are set
to 0). When using RAF, only the n-LPF one is used with
the following settings; the coefficients are put to 0 above
N = 10 and N = 20 at one and two thirds of the total
number of iterations respectively (iterations number 666 and
1322 here). When using GS, implementation and parameters
are set according to [28] and are not detailed further in this
work. The regularizer values, when used, are set to µ1 = 0.5
and µ2 = 0.02. The GS runs are started with the phase of
a dipole, as done in [11] for example. This configuration is
tested on the simulation data without and with an added white
noise of SNR 50 dB.

2) Sampling Ratio and Simulation Data (no noise): The
results are reported in Fig. 6.a. The two step regularization
procedure provides stable and accurate results for all sam-
plings with δ ≥ 1. Smaller ratios, δ ≤ 1, also provide good
ENLs in this case. The comparison with GS runs is given in the
lower graphic. The proposed procedure outperforms the other
tested approaches for low sampling ratios with steady accuracy
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Fig. 6. Simulated horn antenna, reconstructed FF accuracy for different sampling ratios δ: (up) comparison of RAF with regularization (reg.), filters (filt.) or
nothing, (down) GS runs with and without filters (nm-MT or n-LPF) with phase initialization coming from a dipole or the over-regularized RAF solution
with µ = 0.5.

results. When the sampling sizes are large enough, the GS
results are slightly more accurate as the second regularizer µ2

is fixed to 0.02 for all samplings, which is non-optimal in
that case. Indeed the best values of µ2 are smaller for large
samplings, as regularization is less necessary.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF BENCHMARKED METHODS

Method Description
GS Standard Gerchberg-Saxton

GS+filt. n-LPF GS with periodical low-pass filter
GS+filt. nm-MT GS with periodical maximum based filter

RAF Standard Reweighted Amplitude Flow
RAF+reg. RAF with two step regularization
RAF+filt. RAF with periodical low-pass filter

RAF+reg&GS RAF with regularization to initialize GS

3) Sampling Ratio and Simulation Data with Noise: The
results are reported in Fig. 6.b. In this case as well, the use of
the two regularization steps with RAF allows for stable and
accurate recovery for all sampling ratios from δ ≥ 1. There is
no longer improvements by using GS for large sampling ratios
as regularization now also helps at reducing the impact of
noise. In terms of number of NF samples, it means that using
more than 0.8U = 0.8× 2N(N + 2) ≈ 1000 samples per NF
phaseless scan does not lead to significantly more accurate
results, whereas 2.1U ≈ 2600 samples at least are required
without regularization and 1.6U ≈ 2000 samples when using
the GS algorithm with filters.

4) Measurement Error and Convergence Speed: The mea-
surement error is the relative error between the found re-
construction and the measurement data, defined by ∥|Ax| −
|y|∥/∥y∥ in Phasepack [30]. It indicates how accurate is the
resolution of (4) for each iteration of the algorithm. This
error is reported for the RAF runs with filter, regularization
or no processing in Fig. 7 for the standard sized sampling
ratios δ = 2.07,∆ = 4.14, so that all methods converge

0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000
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0
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 e
rr
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 (l
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10

)

RAF+reg. RAF RAF+filt.

Fig. 7. Simulated horn antenna: measurement error during the RAF runs for
the case δ = 2.07, same notations as in Fig. 6.

appropriately. The two step regularization converges much
faster to the algorithm tolerance (around 1300 iterations).
Note that the smallest measurement error reached at the last
iteration is slightly above in this case compared to the RAF
run with filters (RAF+filt.) as it also includes the regularization
term ∥Wx∥ in its computation, i.e. the measurement error
is ∥|AWx| − |m|∥/∥m∥. Indeed, as reported in Fig. 6, for
δ = 2.07, the accuracy of the retrieved FF (quantified here
by the ENL) are similar for both approaches. The change of
regularizer between µ1 and µ2 at the 100th iteration is seen
as a drop at this point. The flat curve before that point shows
that the first step is achieved in just a few iterations. The
application of the filters are visible as spikes at iterations 666
and 1322.

5) Summary: The approach exhibits the following features,
as observed in the case of the investigated horn antenna:

• It allows for accurate results from a sampling ratio δ ≥ 1
per NF sphere (instead of δ ≥ 2 as classically done).

• It provides stable accuracy levels and is resilient to noise.
• No significant or no improvements at all are observed by

the use of other methods for large sampling sizes.
• It speeds up the convergence of the PR algorithm.
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(a) Reference (b) From regularization (RAF+reg.) (c) Error (reference vs RAF+reg.) (d) Error (reference vs GS+filt.)

Fig. 8. Simulated horn antenna with δ = 1.06: (a,b) total electric FF magnitude, (c) error with respect to the reference pattern and (d) error when using the
GS algorithm with filters from the same sample.
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Fig. 9. Simulated horn antenna: reconstructions of the FF (left) co and (right)
cross-polarizations in the H-plane from the NF data (δ = 1.06).
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Fig. 10. Simulated horn antenna: FF co-polarization reconstruction of the
phase in the (left) H-plane and (right) E-plane (δ = 1.06). A constant phase
shift has been added so that both curves pass through 0◦ at θ = 0◦.

E. Reconstruction Results

The 2D reconstructions of the simulated horn antenna FF
for the case of a sampling ratio δ = 1.06 per scan are reported
in Fig. 8 and a cut in the H-plane is given in Fig. 9 for
magnitude and in both planes for the co-polarization phase
in Fig. 10. The results are quite accurate despite the reduced
sampling sizes (≈ 1.1M in comparison to a standard complex
measurement). One can observe significant phase differences
occurring outside of the main beam which are inherent to the
non-uniqueness problems mentioned in Section III-A. The 2D
reconstruction in Fig. 8 also shows the error signal when filters
are used instead of regularization (tuned as described in the
benchmark in Section IV-D), further illustrating the limitation
of a simple thresholding approach for such reduced samplings.

(a) Horn (b) Reflectarray (c) Lens

Fig. 11. Pictures of the measured antennas: (a) horn at 10GHz in the
MVG Starlab, (b) the reflectarray and (c) the Luneberg lens both measured
at 12GHz in the former CACENDRA anechoic chamber at IETR.

V. VALIDATIONS ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Validations are lead on data coming from measurements.
A summary of the obtained results in ENL between a dense
reference and reconstructions obtained from the GS and the
RAF algorithm are provided in Table III for samplings with
classical size in phaseless (2M , δ = 2) with reduced ones (M ,
δ = 1). The GS algorithm is also used with the nm-MT filter
implemented as in [28] for completeness.

A. Horn Antenna

The horn antenna, in Fig. 11.a, has been measured at
10GHz in the MVG Starlab [35]. The so-derived complex
spherical coefficients are used to generate the phaseless NF
data. The considered minimum sphere has a radius of a =
9 cm hence a SW truncation order of N = 28 (it differs from
the simulation as the antenna is not centered in the Starlab).
The two NF spheres are located at 20 and 30 % of the FF
distance. 1700 field samples are considered per scan, which
corresponds to a sampling ratio δ = 1.01. The reconstructions
of both polarization magnitudes in FF in the E and H planes
are shown in Fig. 12. The ENL between the reconstructed
FF and the reference one is −42.5 dB. The reconstruction
accuracy is satisfactory despite the small sampling size.

B. Reflectarray

The experimental data comes from the measurement of
the reflectarray displayed in Fig. 11.b. The system has been
measured at 12GHz at IETR in the FF. The resulting complex
spherical coefficients are used to generate the phaseless NF
data. The considered minimum sphere has a radius of a =
16 cm hence a SW truncation order of N = 50. The two NF
spheres are located at 10 and 15 % of the FF distance. There
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(a) E-plane
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(b) H-plane

Fig. 12. Measured horn antenna: reconstructions of the FF (left) co- and
(right) cross-polarizations in E and H planes from the NF data (δ = 1.01).

were 5310 data per scan, corresponding to a sampling ratio
δ = 1.02. The 2D reconstructions of the field magnitude in
the FF are shown in Fig. 13 and both polarization magnitudes
in the main cutting plane in Fig. 14. Reconstructions show
a good agreement despite the small phaseless sample. When
using the GS algorithm with or without the filter, sampling
ratios δ of 2.3 and 2.5 per NF scan, or equivalently sampling
sizes of ≈ 12000 and 13000 respectively, are required for
the same accuracy level. They are much larger than the 5310
samples used with the regularization approach.

C. Luneburg Lens Antenna

The measurement of the lens antenna in Fig. 11.c has been
performed at 12GHz at IETR in the FF. The parameters
(minimum sphere, NF sampling distributions) are the same
as in the case of the reflectarray. The 2D reconstructions
of the field magnitude in the FF are shown in Fig. 15 and
both polarization magnitudes in the main cutting plane in
Fig. 16. A fairly good overall reconstruction is achieved
but the reconstruction errors are not negligible as shown in
Fig. 15.c. This observation can be explained by the more
significant presence of radiated power in high degrees in the
SW expansion of the field. However, the 2D errors made from
using twice the number of samples (δ = 2.01) is also reported
and the ENL value can be found in the Table III. It shows
that much larger samplings (10450 instead of 5310 points) do
not lead to a much better accuracy, as already seen in Section
IV-D.
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Fig. 13. Measured reflectarray with δ = 1.02: (a,b) total electric FF
magnitude, (c) error with respect to the reference pattern and (d) error when
using the RAF algorithm without regularization.
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Fig. 14. Measured reflectarray: reconstructions of the FF (left) co- and (right)
cross-polarizations in the principal plane from the NF data (δ = 1.02).
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Fig. 15. Measured lens antenna with δ = 1.02: (a,b) total electric FF
magnitude, (c) error with respect to the reference pattern and (d) error when
using a twice larger field sample, δ = 2.01.
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Fig. 16. Measured lens antenna: reconstructions of the FF (left) co- and (right)
cross-polarizations in the principal plane from the NF data (δ = 1.02).

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS: FAR-FIELD RECONSTRUCTION

ACCURACY IN ENL

Antenna Size GS GS+filt. RAF RAF+reg.
Standard Phaseless Sampling Size (≈ 2M )

Horn 6912 -43.3 -44.2 -23.2 -43.5
Reflectarray 20900 -36.8 -38.6 -37.6 -42.8
Lens 20900 -38.1 -41.8 -36.9 -40.7

Reduced Sampling Size (≈ M )
Horn 3400 -26.4 -26.2 -21.4 -42.5
Reflectarray 10620 -35.5 -33.8 -35.4 -41.1
Lens 10620 -35.8 -36.0 -31.1 -40.2

D. Summary

As reported in Table III, all the FF radiation patterns are
reconstructed at an accuracy of at least −40 dB in mean using
NF phaseless data with sampling ratio δ ≈ 1 per sphere (total
one of ∆ ≈ 2) using the proposed approach (RAF+reg.).
Such sampling ratio corresponds to having M measurements,
the number advocated by the Nyquist sampling rate in a
complex measurement. With the stop-and-go measurement
configuration and a mechanical polarization change done in
the IETR anechoic chambers with an igloo sampling strategy,
the reflectarray and lens antenna both require 6h50 (3h18 for
moving, 3h32 for frequency sweep and data recover) for each
scan instead of 12h25 (5h49 for moving, 6h36 for frequency
sweep and data recover) if a standard number of phaseless field
samples of 2M is used. For the same configuration but with
a continuous acquisition of the igloo sampling (sweep in φ,
cut in θ, only a few measured frequencies and data registered
for each cut), the measurement times are of 1h40 for M
measurements and 2h30 for 2M measurements. In this case,
the measurement duration is nearly proportional to the number
of performed cuts. In the meantime, the field reconstruction
mean error is only slightly improved of 1.7 dB in the worst
presented case with the larger field samples. Table III also
shows that the accuracy is much more steady and that the
field samples were not large enough even with the classical
number of phaseless field samples in the reflectarray case for
the other methods to achieve the same accuracy level. Let
us remind that the presented results might be improved, as
the value µ2 is fixed to 0.02 instead of being fine tuned. It
has to be noted that both the reflectarray and the Luneburg
lens antenna have tilted main beams, which are known to be

more difficult for phaseless procedures, as observed in [11], as
the SW expansion coefficients inevitably spread significantly
over the order m. It is worth pointing out that the proposed
approach is robust with respect to the number of samples as
soon as δ ≥ 1 per scan. This robustness comes both from the
systematic choice of a good initial solution and the way that
the final solution is chosen thanks to the proposed regularized
approach.

VI. CONCLUSION

A procedure to efficiently reduce the sampling sizes in
phaseless antenna spherical measurements on two concentric
spheres has been proposed and validated both numerically and
experimentally on medium sized antennas up to around 12
wavelength in diameter. The method relies on a regularization
approach composed of 2 steps. The first step provides an
over-regularized solution used as a tailored phase initialization
for the second step, namely the accurate resolution of the
phaseless antenna characterization problem. The total number
of phaseless field samples is reduced to roughly the same as
standard complex spherical measurements, which means half
of the commonly advised number of phaseless samples in the
literature. The proposed regularization approach is applicable
straightforwardly to other spherical phaseless configurations,
including different field sampling schemes and with readily
available routines.

APPENDIX A
EQUIVALENCE OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

Since the square of the Euclidean norm ∥ · ∥2 is simply the
sum of squares of each component, it follows that

∥|AWx| − |m|∥2 =

∥∥∥∥∣∣∣∣ Ax
µWx

∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣y0
∣∣∣∣∥∥∥∥2

= ∥|Ax| − |y|∥2 + ∥|µWx| − |0|∥2

= ∥|Ax| − |y|∥2 + µ2 ∥Wx∥2

where the last equality comes from the homogeneity property
of norms. This formulation is close to a Tikhonov regulariza-
tion problem, but the presence of the absolute values imposes
for specific algorithms to be used.
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